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How to Teach Religion. By Geo. Herbert Betts. Abingdon Press,
1919. 223 pp. $1.00 net.

This book, unlike so many of similar nature, is very readable as
well as helpful. The author's fitness to instruct teachers is evidenced
011 every page. His deep conviction as to the importance of right re
ligious teaching gives this volume an added value over many purelY
scientific works. His fundamental assumption is that "children can
ttl brought to a religious character and experience through riglr. nur
ture and training in religion". Believing this, he presents both sane
and comprehensive principles and methods. The book has superior
value also in that it is so produced as to serve both the trained and
untrained teacher. It will give new light and inspiration to thousands
of unselfish men and women who are seeking to reproduce the Christ
jif" and character in th,e growing childhood of our day.

F. M. POWELL.

The Temple.. By Lyman Abbott. The M'&cmiIlan Company. 171
pp. $1.00.

The many admirers of Dr. kbbott win welcome the re-issue this
week of his book, "The Temple", whleh has been out of print for some
little time. The purpose of the book is to interpret the laws oftha
body and of the spirit and to describe human experience as it is and
as it ought to be. Hence the philosophies of the psychologists and
physiologists are not expounded. The work is practical and devo
tional, not technical. It is indeed a book of religion-the life of God
in the soul of man. It describes and portrays the Chrtettan's faith in
man. In these fourteen short chapters, Dr. A'bbott shows how the tem
ple Of the body may be kept holy and thus healthy; and how the spirit
may be made a worthy occupant and master of the body. The reflec
tions about the practical problems of daily life are fun of wise counsel
for men and women. H. C. WAYMAN.

III. MISCELLANEOUS.

The Assurance of Immortality. By Harry Emerson Fosdick. Asso
ciation Press, New York, 1918. 116 pp. 60 cts.

The great war has aroused fresh and world-wide interest in this
subject. Whatever freshness of thought this essay may possese, the
author suggests, will be found in the fact that the problem of life after
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